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 ABSTRACT

 A good deal of research and theory construction in the sociology of
 knowledge relies on the 'dominant ideology thesis'. This thesis suggests
 that there is ill most societies a set of beliefs which dominates all
 others and which, through its incorporation in the consciousness of
 subordinate classes, tends to inhibit the development of radical
 political dissent. In this article we propose a number of reinterpreta-
 tions of this thesis which at present systematically ignores the eSect of
 the dominant ideology on the dominant class. There is good evidence
 that the subordinate classes are not incorporated into the dominant
 ideology and that, by contrast, the dominant classes are deeply
 penetrated by and incorporated within the dominant belief system.
 In most societies the apparatus of transmission of the dominant
 ideology is not very efficient and, in any event, is typically directed at
 the dominant rather than the subordinate class. We conclude that
 there is no well marked dominant ideology in the later phases of
 capitalism. Thus, the dominant ideology has the function of main-
 taining the dominant class's control over property in feudalism and
 early capitalism. In late capitalism, however, the changing nature of
 the dominant class in terms of a partial divorce between oxvnership
 and control means that the dominant ideology ceases to be crucial
 for the coherence of the dominant class.

 INTRODUCTION

 The view that religion, or more generally common culture, can be
 manipulated to the political advantage of the dominant class can be
 traced back through the rational criticism of the Enlightenment
 philosophes to Plato's 'golden lie'. However, the main impetus for
 contemporary analysis of dominant ideologies comes from Marx and
 Engels' The German Ideolog)v and, partly through the influence of Marxism
 on the sociology of knowledge, the thesis occurs in many areas of
 sociological research, particularly in studies of politics and culture. Its
 argument is, very basically, that there is in most class societies a
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 pervasive set of beliefs that broadly serves the interests of the dominant
 class. This dominant ideology is then adopted by subordinate classes
 which are thereby prevented from formulating any effective opposition.
 A number of assumptions and implications in this conventional position
 require further examination, in particular the notion that capitalist
 societies require a dominant ideology to ensure the continuing political
 superiority of the dominant class.

 In criticizing the dominant ideology thesis here we examine the
 position of subordinate classes in feudalism, early and late capitalism,
 in order to show that these classes rarely, or never, shared the ideology
 of the dominant class. The role of ideology in feudalism and early
 capitalism was to ensure the accumulation and inheritance of property
 which had the effect of creating some political coherence within the
 dominant class. The limitations on the spread of dominant ideologies
 throughout class society were to some extent a consequence of the fact
 that these societies did not possess an institutional machinery for
 disseminating the beliefs of dominant classes. In late capitalisml there
 are important changes in the development of institutions which can
 carry dominant values (such as the centralizatiorl of compulsory
 education), but we suggest that there is still no requirement for a clearly
 defined dominant ideology because of changes in the nature of dominant
 classes. Given the historical scope of this examination, evidence for
 certain sections of the argument is necessarily schematic. Our airrl is
 primarily to suggest various ways of reinterpreting existing studies of
 ideology in relation to class structure. In the course of this reinterpreta-
 tion, we wish to focus on a question which has been rarely or inade-
 quately posed, namely, what is the function of the dominant ideology
 for the dominant class? The stages in our argument (the ideological
 conditions of various forms of social organization, the presence of
 institutional means of dissemination, the place of ideology in late
 capitalism) are not intended to be logically dependent on each other.
 Each section of the paper is thus a relatively autonomous contribution
 to the debate about dominant ideologies.

 MARX S TWO THEORIES OF IDEOLOGY

 Marx and Engels can be said to have developed, at least implicitly, two
 theories of ideology. The first is based on the formula from the Preface
 that 'social being determines consciousness' which is usually interpreted
 as 'social class determines consciousness'. Each class by virtue of its
 particular relationship to the means of production and out of its general
 conditions of existence generates for itself (typically through the medium
 of class intellectuals) a culture which gives expression to its material
 conditions. Since social classes have diSerent economic circumstances,
 they also have diXerent interests, so that ideas grasp, represent and
 promote separate interests. In short, each class forms its own system of
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 beliefs, the eharaeter of which is determined by the particular interests
 of the elass. As Marx says in The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte,

 Upon the different forms csf property, upon the soeial eonditions of
 existence, rises an entire superstrueture of distinet and peeuliarly
 formed sentiments, illusions, modes of thought and views of life. The
 entire elass ereates and forms them through tradition and upbringing.2

 The second theory, again from the Preface, elaims that 'the eeonomie
 strueture of soeiety, the real foundation' determines 'a legal and
 politieal superstrueture'. The theory that the base determines the
 superstrueture ean be rendered in terms of elass relations by noting that
 the base (relations and forees of produetion) is assoeiated with dominant
 and subordinate elasses whieh exereise funetions of (in eapitalism)
 labour and eapital. The base determines the superstrueture in the sense
 that eaeh mode of production has a dominant elass whieh generates a
 dominant ideology; the effieet of the dominant ideology is to faeilitate
 the subordination of the working elass. The elassieal version of this
 theory is to be found in The Germavn Ideolog)v where Marx and Engels
 assert that the ideas of

 the ruling class are in every epoeh the ruling ideas, i.e. the elass whieh
 is the ruling material foree of soeiety, is at the same time its ruling
 intellectual foree.3

 Sinee eaeh mode of production has a dominant elass whieh eontrols
 both material and mental produetion, eaeh mode of produetion has a
 dominant ideology. The dominant elass is able to impose its system of
 beliefs on all other classes. The adoption of the ideology of the ruling
 elass by dominated classes helps to inhibit the development of a
 revolutionary eonseiousness and thereby eontributes to the reproduction
 of existing eonditions of the appropriation of surplus labour.

 The two theories are potentially in confliet with one another. The
 first suggests that each elass forms its own system of belief in aeeordance
 with its own partieular interests whieh will be basieally at varianee with
 those of other elasses. The seeond suggests that all elasses share in the
 system of belief imposed by the dominant elass. For example, aeeording
 to the theory of 'ruling ideas', the British working elass in the nineteenth
 eentury should have shared the same beliefs as the bourgeoisie. However,
 when Engels wrote about the working elass, his eommentary illustrates
 the Csoeial being' theory of beliefs, namely that eaeh elass has its own
 beliefs:

 The bourgeoisie has more in eommon with every other nation of the
 earth than with the workers in whose midst it lives. The workers
 speak other dialeets, have other thoughts and ideals, other eustoms
 and moral prineiples, a different religion and other polities than those
 of the bourgeoisie. 4
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 The separate interests and material conditions of the two classes
 produce two cultures rather than a dominant ideology imposed by a
 class which owns the means of mental production.

 It would be possible to suggest various arguments whereby these
 apparently contradictory theories could be reconciled. In the case of the
 British working class, one might argue that, for example, their reformist
 consciousness was overdetermined by both the dominant ideology of the
 capitalist class and their own class-based beliefs. Our argument in later
 sections of this paper will be that this type of solution is not entirely
 satisfactory. Most conventional Marxist theories, and more generally
 sociological theories dependent on them, eventually come down to an
 implicit imagery of class/ideological relations in which one class (the
 ruling class) does something to another class which is underneath it.
 The result has been that Marxist theories often obscure the relationship
 of dominant class to dominant ideology. There is sometimes an admis-
 sion that dominant classes do believe in their own ideology but we still
 need to ask what are the consequences of this for the organization of
 class relations. By raising this type of question, it is possible to pinpoint
 the analytical weaknesses of conventional interpretations which rely
 too heavily on convenient slogans like 'religion is the opium of the
 masses'.

 The force of the potential conflict between the two theories of ideology
 can be underlined by observing that this issue in Marxism is endemic to
 contemporary sociology in general. For example, there is a similar
 analytic problem in Parsons' theory of socialization in dominant values
 through the cultural mechanisms of the family, church and school. The
 centrality of values as a theoretical solution for 'the problem of order'
 has made it difficult to produce a theory of the emergence and main-
 tenance of deviant, sub-cultural value systems in relation to deviant
 behaviour. In The Social System,5 Parsons simply treats deviant role
 behaviour as a product of inadequate socialization; more typically,
 sociologists6 rely on Durkheimian assumptions about the effects of
 deviance on boundary maintenance. The problem for functionalists,
 however, arises most critically in the case of modern, differentiated
 social systems which are characterized by cultural pluralism. Differen-
 tiation produces social systems which are highly adapted to their
 societal environment, but it also creates a legitimation crisis, which
 arises from competing and diverse sets of beliefs. Berger and Luckmann's
 answer appears to be that, while pluralism does indeed generate crises,
 there exists a bed-rock ('sedimentation') of taken-for-granted beliefs
 which are sufficient to make everyday worlds manageable.8 The point
 of these observations is not to assess the adequacy of functionalist
 theories of knowledge but merely to point out the similarity of analytic
 difficulties in functionalist sociology and Marxism. Functionalists are
 committed both to the notion that a common value system is a necessary
 condition for the existence of a social system, and to the theory of
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 structural differentiation which creates pluralistic value systems.
 Marxists are committed to a theory of 'ruling ideas' and to the theory
 that each class, because of its own interests, has its own unique
 culture.

 These two Marxist theories of ideology also raise problems of a more
 methodological character; both have to provide some specification of
 what will count as 'the dominant ideology' or 'the ideology of a class'.
 For example, many Marxist theories of culture tend to render the doc-
 trine as being one about those systems of belief that are particularly
 obvious. Thus in studying a particular society's culture the dominant
 ideology is taken to be that which is 'obvious' or most widely available
 in written texts; it is simply that set of beliefs which occurs statistically
 most frequently in a sample of cultural products. The problem,
 however, is not merely one of content analysis; it is that the obvious
 ideology may be that appropriate to the dominant class but it may also
 not be. The nature of this ideology will depend on the constitution and
 class relationships of the intellectual stratum. That is, the most perva-
 sive system of belief may be that appropriate to a rising but not yet
 dominant class. In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, for example,
 individualist doctrines of all kinds were prominent, although they are
 beliefs that are often said to be appropriate to a capitalist class that was
 not then economically or politically dominant. Everything in cases of
 this kind depends on the character of the apparatus that creates and
 distributes knowledge and opinion, and, in particular, on the constitu-
 tion and class affiliation of the intellectual stratum. Intellectuals are not
 always closely bound to the dominant class and, when they are not, it is
 not unlikely that the most pervasive beliefs will not be those of the
 dominant class. In sum, conventional interpretations of the dominant
 ideology thesis often do not indicate how such ideologies are to be
 identified, and are equally unspecific about their actual content.

 THE DOMINANT IDEOLOGY AND SOCIAL CLASSES

 The basic assumption of the 'ruling ideas' model is that the dominant
 class, because it controls the means of mental production, is able to
 force, or at least ensure, that the dominated classes think their thoughts
 within the concepts provided by the belief systems of the dominant class.
 It may even be that the rebellions and protests of the subordinate
 classes are expressed through the medium of the dominant ideology
 since articulate, oppositional forms of thought are not available. At the
 very least, the theory must assume that there is a common culture in
 which all classes share and that the content and themes of that common
 culture are dictated by the dominant class. In fact it is typically the case
 that subordinate classes do not believe (share, accept) the dominant
 ideology which has far more significance for the integration and control
 of the dominant class itself.
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 In Capital, Marx states that

 the mode of production of material life dominates the development
 of social, political and intellectual life generally . . . is very true for
 our own times, in which material interests preponderate, but not for
 the middle ages, in which Catholicism, nor for Athens and Rome,
 where politics, reigned supreme.9

 This observation by Marx has been elaborated by Marxists like
 Althusser and Poulantzasl° to mean that the economic base determines
 which structure (politics, ideology or the economic) in any given mode
 of production is dominant. Elriefly, this view of political and ideological
 structures means that certain modes of production may require func-
 tional support from 'non-economic factors'. In feudalism, for example,
 where peasants by customary right have eertain privileges over the use
 of land, extra-economic means (political/ideological structures) are
 required in order to extract labour-service from the peasantry. Hence,
 Poulantzas wants to argue that religion was a dominant region of the
 ideological structure in societies characterized by the feudal mode of
 production. This theory would imply, in terms of the 'ruling ideas'
 model, that the peasantry shared the religion of feudal lords or, to
 employ a term favoured by Poulantzas, the peasantry were 'contami-
 nated' by the ideology of the landlords with the effect that their
 revolutionary interests were impeded.

 In general, there are good grounds for believing that the European

 peasantry existed outside the ambit of the dominant Christian orthodoxy
 of the Church as a ruling institution. The peasantry were symbolically
 separated from the oflicial mysteries of the Church by the liturgical
 rituals; whereas in the early Church the priest had celebrated Mass
 facing the people, in the medieval period

 he turned his back on them and retreated to the fastnesses of the
 sanctuary, separated from the people's part of the Church by a
 forbidding screen. Finally, the Mass was read in a tongue the people
 could not understand.ll

 On the face of it, the development of the confessional in the thirteenth
 eentury as a public, compulsory obligation on all believers under the
 monopoly of the Church which distributed grace from the Treasury of
 Merit, would look like strong evidence for 'the ruling ideas' model. The
 problem is that, while the peasantry probably only attended a short
 shrift on major and minor festivals and while absenteeism was rife, the
 nobility had spiritual directors in constant attendance. It would seem
 odd that the dominant class should be more plagued by problems of
 guilt and conformity than the dominated classes. Some doctrines in
 secular as well as religious use, might also be seen as candidates for the
 function of the dominant ideology. The 'Great Chain of Being',l2 for
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 instance, was a theory of the ranking of all beings in the universe,
 starting with God and the angels, working through the various condi-
 tions of men, and ending with the animals. Although such a doctrine
 appeared to give religious and even natural sanction to the feudal social
 order, it was simply not generally available to the peasantry since it was
 so often couched in an intellectualized form.

 Religion is often cited as the dominant ideology of the feudal period.
 However, another example would be the role of theocratic theories of
 kingship in medieval society. Kingship was legitimated on one of two
 principles. The popular (ascending) theory suggested that the king was
 a landlord who, like other landlords, had responsibilities to society and
 was answerable to the community for the exercise of his privileges. The
 sacramental (descending) theory stated that the king was above
 society and responsible to God not men. A dominant ideology of this
 sort should presumably serve to legitimate kingship to the subordinate
 class, but in practice the main significance of the debate over the nature
 of kingship was to establish a relationship between barons and the king.
 The doctrine of theocratic kingship was utilized to justify the king to his
 barons, not to the peasantry.

 These issues concerning the religiosity of the peasantry and the
 institutional dominance of the Church bear directly on the problem of
 secularization. While many sociologists of religion have been committed
 to the historical myth that the feudal period was an 'age of faith',
 Martin Goodridgel3 has recently re-examined comprehensively the
 contemporary evidence on religion among the peasantry in France,
 Italy and England to show that the peasantry was generally alienated
 from the orthodox beliefs and institutions of the official Church. While
 the rural clergy were symbolically influential, they were often an
 unreliable channel for (Christian belief; they were, even in nineteenth-
 century France, too badly educated to provide sermons.l4 Throughout
 the medieval period, the Church appears to have experienced great
 difficulty in ensuring that some of its minimal requirements, such as the
 Easter communion, were adhered to by the poorer sections of the laity. 15
 Our argument here is probably most aptly summarized by the religious
 sociologist, Gabriel Le Bras

 Catholicism was the ruler's religion. Civil registers were kept by the
 priests. Basic acts of Christian life were imposed by canon law.
 Orthodoxy was strictly enforced to discourage heresy and schism.
 Christianity came to be the religion of the French by virtue of the
 monarchical constitution.l6

 Official Christianity appears to have been relatively unsuccessful in
 securing the rural peasantry within the precise confines of orthodox
 belief and practice.

 A similar kind of argument applies to early capitalist societies. Again
 the conventional view is that there was a dominant ideology which
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 infeeted the working elass. It is suggested, for example, that individual-
 ism, espeeially as expressed in the doetrines of the British utilitarians,

 was the key eomponent of the dominant ideology of the bourgeoisie and
 penetrated all features of bourgeois politieal eeonomy, morality and
 religion. Bourgeois politieal eeonomy (la?ssez faire, the night-watehman

 state, the individual eonseienee) is usually regarded as the dominant
 ideology of a soeial elass whieh was eeonomieally and politieally trium-
 phant after I850.17 There are a number of problems with this interpre-

 tation. The syndrome of beliefs assoeiated with individualism has a rrery
 aneient ancestry and this makes it difficult to eonneet individualism in
 any speeifie way with modern bourgeois eapitalism. For example,

 Goldmann's The Philosophy of the Enlightenmentl8 eonneets the beliefs
 eoncerned with eontraet, individualism, free will, universalism and
 equality with the rise of eommereial markets as early as the thirteenth
 eentury. Similarly, Chenul9 traces the rise of the individual, subjeetive
 eonscienee and the transformation of morality from objeetive laws to

 subjeetive intention from the growth of urban markets in the thirteenth
 eentury. In Britain, elear indieations of 'bourgeois eulture' (indi-
 vidualism, eonscience, rights, eontraet) ean plainly be found in the

 seventeenth eentury. The implication of these analyses of the early
 origins of 'bourgeois eulture' is that the so-ealled dominant ideology of
 early capitalism was in faet the ideology, not of a dominant class, but of
 an ascendant class. The doetrines of the autonomous, subjeetive indi-

 vidual were used by the commercial, ascending bourgeoisie to eritieize
 and ehallenge the ideological status quo. Further, this oppositional and
 pristine individualism beeomes very mueh altered as the eapitalist mode

 of production beeomes established. This development ean be most
 clearly seen in the evolution of British utilitarianism. Bentham's studies
 of the British legal system were an attaek on eonventional jurisprudence
 which he regarded as serving the interests of the landed aristocracy
 rather than the bourgeoisie. Benthamite philosophy was an attaek on
 the 'sinister interests' which prevailed in parliament (that is, the over-
 representation of aristoeratie families). By eontrast, the later philosophy

 ofJ. S. Mill had mueh more eonservative implieations. Mill, frightened
 by the prospect of an uneducated working elass eontrolling parliament
 and influenced by de Toqueville's study of American demoeraey, wrote

 to defend parliamentary institutions for the beneSt of the middle elass
 which was being undermined by a proletarian mass.20 Towards the end
 of classical utilitarian individualism, Spencer attempted to provide an
 evolutionist defence of the individual against state intervention in a
 period when the state was becoming increasingly important for British
 capitalism (in edueation, sanitation, town planning, economic protec-
 tion, overseas expansion). Even if we did assume that individualism was
 the dominant ideology of capitalism, it would be difficult to show that
 the working class in British capitalism aetually adhered to these beliefs.
 At best, it might be possible to show that the labour aristocracy was
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 utilitarian and that as the labour aristocracy became increasingly
 influential in the leadership of the trade unions after the I 880s, working
 class beliefs were 'contaminated' by the dominant ideology.

 There are, of course, a number of other candidates for the role of 'the
 dominant ideology' in early capitalisme One such is Methodism.
 Thompson has argued that

 Methodism obtained its greatest success in serving simultaneously as
 the religion of the industrial bourgeoisie . . . and of wide sections of
 the proletariat.2l

 In the debate over Methodism from Halevy to Simmel, Thompson's
 argument does, of course, have some support, but the strength of his
 position is weakened when one considers that, after the great boom in
 Methodism (in terms of membership/population ratios) between I800
 and I850, all branches of Methodism never amounted to more than
 32 per cent of the total population.22 Radical working-class Methodists
 tended to leave their predominantly petty bourgeois chapels because of
 the 'no politics rule' which successfully divorced religion from political
 struggle.23 The problem of any argument which would regard religion
 in general as an aspect of the dominant ideology of capitalism is that the
 working class was largely 'unchurched' by I85I.24 It is difficult to see
 how the churches could efficiently and effectively dispense the 'opium
 of the masses' when the working class were absent from the churches.

 The counter-argument would be that, while the organized churches
 had failed to secure the allegiance of the working class to the dominant
 ideology, the working class were still dominated by cVictorian morality'
 and religion through other, sometimes unofficial, means. The dominant
 Victorian moral norms of respectability, sexual puritanism, aspiration
 and asceticism were in fact the norms of the working class. Unfor-
 tunately, this secondary argument is also totally unconvincing. Engels'
 view that the two classes of Victorian Britain were two races apart with
 different religions, moralities and politics is much closer to the mark.
 Primary and secondary evidence all point to the fact that, in terms of
 religion and morality, the working class and the capitalist class occupied
 separate cultures.25 It is worth recalling that Weber's extensive research
 in the comparative sociology of religion led him to the view that the
 modern working class is 'characterized by indifference to or rejection of
 religion' because in capitalist conditions

 the sense of dependence on one's own achievements is supplanted by a
 consciousness of dependence on purely social factors, market condi-
 tions, and power relationships guaranteed by law . . . the rationalism
 of the proletariat, lilQe that of the bourgeoisie of developed capitalism
 . . . cannot in the nature of the case easily possess a religious character
 and certainly cannot easily generate a religion.26

 Attempts by English capitalists like William Ibbotson, the owner of a
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 Sheffield steel works, to use Christianity to discipline factory workers

 were, as a consequence, repeatedly unsuccessful.27
 So far we have argued that in feudalism and early capitalism, there is

 little convincing evidence to suggest that the subordinate classes

 accepted tlze dominant ideology. In late capitalism the position is more

 complicated. Thus, it is often argued that there is a dominant ideology

 which is a major factor in inhibiting the development of a revolutionary

 consciousness in the working class. Miliband, for example, draws on

 Gramsci's concept of hegemony to suggest that there is, in Western
 capitalist societies, 'a process of massive indoctrination'.28 This is

 achieved as 'the result of a permanent and pervasive effiort, conducted

 through a multitude of agencies' and specifically by the eSort of mem-
 bers of the dominant classes who 'are able, by virtue of their position,

 for instance as employers, to dissuade members of the subordinate

 classes, if not from holding, at least from voicing unorthodox views'.29
 However, most contemporary sociological research rejects the 'dominant

 ideology' view in favour of an account of British working class culture

 which stresses its dualistic character. There has recently been a great

 deal of work on this issue and, although there are clearly differences of

 emphasis between various authors, the overall conclusion is that

 working class consciousness is characterized by a fluctuating relation-

 ship between 'dominant' and 'subordinate' conceptions. For example,
 Hill in a recent study of dockworkers 30 concluded that workers would

 adopt more 'militant' postures in concrete situations, like the issue of

 trade unionism at the workplace, than they would towards more

 abstract questions, like the significance of trade union power at the

 national level. Again, Mann concludes that 'at every turn we have been

 confronted by a profound dualism in the worker's situation and his

 consciousness.... Surges of class consciousness are continually undercut

 by economism and capitalism survives'.3l Parkin sees the normative

 order as being made up of three competing meaning systems a

 dominant value system, a subordinate value system which promotes

 accommodative responses to inequMity, and a radical value system

 which promotes opposition. Thus, in 'most Western societies all three
 meaning-systerrls tend to influence the social and political perceptions

 of the sub-ordinate class'32 although it is still the case that different

 groups will have differential access to each of the three. Other writers33

 suggest that two forms of consciousness, the dominant ideology and a

 form of oppositional belief, coexist in the working class and are in
 tension with one another. Each system of belief comes to the surface at

 different times. The latter is mobilized in periods of conflict, particularly
 in strikes, while the former is adopted as a set of beliefs appropriate to

 more peaceable times. In sum, we suggest that, at least, the literature

 demonstrates the minimum conclusion necessary for our argument,
 namely that subordinate classes in contemporary capitalism do not
 straightforwardly adopt the dominant ideology.
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 The conclusion that dominant ideologies are not held, or are held in
 a moderated way, by subordinate classes, clearly conflicts with the
 conventional 'ruling ideas' model. Further, this model has little to say
 about the manner in which the dominant classes do or do not hold the
 dominant ideology. This problem is thought to be of little significance
 and the only relevant point seems to be that the dominant classes should
 not be seen as cynically manipulating the dominated classes; they do
 believe what they say. We wish to argue that just as the dominated
 classes do not hold the dominant ideology, the dominant classes do. This
 implies a redirection of sociological interests, for the chief impact of
 dominant beliefs is on the dominant not the dominated classes. To use
 another vocabulary, the prime function of the dominant ideology is
 towards the dominant class. To some extent we have already made this
 point in the earlier discussion. The dominant classes have been both the
 bearers and the recipients of orthodox religiosity, of conventional
 morality and conformist politics. While the shrift of the peasant was
 short and infrequent, the confessions of nobles under the guidance of
 spiritual directors was long and permanent. Attempts to enforce regular
 confessions on the poor usually drove the laity from the Church.34
 Again the doctrines of individualism and utilitarianism were not
 formulated or appreciated by the working class; they were abstract
 theories produced by intellectuals. Even to the extent that individualism
 moulded religious beliefs, the dominated classes remained relatively
 untouched. Again the 'true' believers in the personal morality of the
 Victorian period were the bourgeoisie.

 THE APPARATUS OF TRANSMISSION

 The eSect of our argument so far is to turn the conventional ruling
 ideas model on its head for we have suggested that, in terms of what
 people believe, the dominant ideology has a greater impact on the
 dominant classes than on the dominated. This conclusion is supported
 by some consideration of the apparatus by which beliefs are created and
 transmitted. This is an area in which the classical Marxist theory is
 comparatively weak. In that theory the ruling class has to 'persuade'
 subordinate classes of the truth and moral relevance of a set of beliefs
 which are contrary to the interests of the subordinate class. This would
 seem to imply the existence of an extremely powerful set of agencies
 which transmit beliefs downwards from the dominant classes and it has
 often seemed difficult to show that the agencies available are that
 powerful. We now attempt to argue that the apparatuses of transmission
 of belief are not very efficient in reaching the subordinate clasess, and
 moreover, are more likely to affect the dominant class. For example, in
 feudal societies, the Church, in the form of preachers, mendicant monks
 and priests, constituted the main agent of transmission of the ideological
 structure. However, the actual practice of the Church was to erect both
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 language and ritual barriers between peasant laity and priesthood. In
 addition the medieval Chureh was charaeterized by massive regional,
 national and cultural diversities. In these respeets the teachings of the
 Church were likely to be impenetrable to the peasantry but less so to the
 rather more literate dominant elass who in any case would have had
 close personal eontact with the priesthood.35 In early eapitalism, as we
 have already indicated, the Church was even less open to the subordi-
 nate classes, and at this time the apparatus of transmission was probably
 at its weakest. However, the development of mass education and a
 system of mass communieation do seem to promise a more effeetive
 apparatus. Nonetheless it could be argued that the edueation available
 to the elite, partieularly in the nineteenth and the first half of the
 twentieth eentury, is a great deal more intensive and more likely to be
 formative of a coherent set of beliefs than that provided for the subordi-
 nate classes.36 We conelude that, until fairly recently, the dominant
 classes were greatly more exposed to the apparatus of ideological
 distribution than were the subordinate elasses and that they still are
 exposed to at least the same degree. One ean suggest that the faet that
 the apparatus has beeome potentially more effieient is one of the reasons
 that subordinate elasses in eontemporary soeiety have been drawn more
 elosely into the dominant ideology. Therefore, we do not wish to argue
 that the dominant ideology is never believed by the subordinate elasses,
 only that it is more pertinent for the dominant elasses. It eould be
 argued that any ideologieal ineorporation is a secondary effieet of the
 development ofthe edueational system.

 These arguments prompt the suggestion that the dominant ideology

 does not funetion to seeure eomplianee from the dominated elasses.
 Indeed it might be said that compliance of this kind (or even pragmatie
 aeeeptanee) is irrelevant as long as there are other meehanisms of
 eoercion. In British feudalism, the struggle for control of the means of
 production was settled eventually by enclosures, not religion. The
 alternative to ideological compliance is, however, not inevitably to resort
 to force. The conventional Marxist 'ruling ideas' model is, at least
 eovertly, tinged with Weberianism; it rests partly on the assumption
 that without eontinuous legitimation soeial aetors will not aeeept a
 soeial system whieh relies on the frequent employment of naked foree.
 For eonventional Marxism, the dominant ideology has the effeet of
 making power appear legitimate in the eyes of the dominated elass.
 While the ruling elass may well desire a situation in whieh subordinate
 elasses aeeept existing elass relations as legitimate or God given, there is
 a sense in whieh this form of eomplianee may be unneeessary. In modes
 of produetion where the subordinate elasses have been alienated from
 the means of produetion (for example, eompetitive eapitalism), the fact
 that workers have to labour to live will itself eonstitute a permanent
 pressure towards their co-optation (Marx's 'the dull eompulsion of
 economic relations'). One illustration of this pressure can be found in
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 the fact that peasant opposition to feudal authority was typically
 seasonal since, particularly at harvest time, the conditions of everyday
 life in peasant agriculture systematically inhibited active, sustained
 opposition.37 Similarly, banditry was a seasonal occupation of un-
 attached men.38 In capitalism, the 'coercion of everyday life' is rein-
 forced by the fact that urban workers during economic crises cannot
 return to self-sufficiency oSthe land; the same also holds for agricultural
 wage labourers. In capitalism, especially before unionization, the
 working class is effiectively controlled by everyday exigencies in that
 capitalists decompose labour by employing migrant, women or child
 labourers, extend the working day or ensure that necessary labour time
 is at the bare minimum. We do not of course wish to exaggerate our
 argument with the claim that the coercion of the workplace or the
 routine of everyday life is a complete explanation of working class
 quiescence and that ideology is completely irrelevant. However, we do
 wish to suggest that the importance of ideological compliance is exag-
 gerated and that the real significance of the dominant ideology lies in
 the organization of the dominant class rather than in the subordination
 of dominated classes.

 THE IDEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE OF LATE CAPITALISM

 In earlier parts of this paper we argued that the working class in late
 capitalism does not in any straightforward sense adopt the dominant
 ideology. The best interpretation of working class consciousness is that
 it is dualistic, involving some accommodation with the dominant
 ideology. Connected with this feature is the greater efficiency of the
 apparatus of transmission of dominant beliefs. In sum, our argument
 that dominant ideology functions for the dominant rather than sub-
 ordinate class has to be expressed less forcefully for the contemporary
 phase of capitalism than for either feudalism or competitive capitalism,
 although the general drift of the argument can still be sustained.

 We now have to re-examine these arguments by considering the
 ideological structure of monopoly capitalism. This is a large subject,
 and our comments are necessarily brief and schematic. Again, our main
 intention is to cast doubt on the conventional interpretation.

 Sociological interpretations of the ideological structure of late
 capitalism are notable for their lack of specificity, but, more importantly,
 for their bewildering variety. The reader is offiered an enormous range
 of characterizations of belief ranging from the advocacy of the rights of
 private property to doctrines of utilitarianism. We will argue in the last
 section of this paper that many of these characterizations are anachron-
 istic in the sense that they are more appropriate to early capitalist
 societies. However, the diversity of dominant ideologies on offier may
 indicate more than a simple failure to agree since it may suggest that
 there are good grounds for supposing that there is no strongly marked

 L
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 dominant ideology in modern capitalist societies. Whereas moral beliefs
 played an important function in the ideology of early capitalism, the
 moral region of ideology is more or less irrelevant in late capitalism for
 supporting the economic and political place of the dorninant class.
 More precisely we would like to argue that there is only a very weakly
 defined dominant ideology and there is considerable 'pluralization of
 life-worlds'.39 The net effect is that there is a lesser degree of ideological
 coherence in late capitalist societies than in the others that we have
 discussed. That there are paradoxes in this position will be plain, since
 it involves taking seriously the conclusions, though not the reasoning, of
 two arguments often thought to be discredited, namely the 'End of
 Ideology' thesis, and the view that the diversity of opinion and belief in
 the modern world is sociologically significant.

 In the I gsos political sociology claimed that advanced capitalism was
 characterized by the end of ideology.40 The liberal ideologies of the
 West had solved the major institutional problems of political participa-
 tion with the result that the ideologies of the Left, which presupposed
 class conflict, were now irrelevant. A typical response to this thesis was
 to provide evidence of continuing class struggle, social inequality and
 ideological confrontation. Thus, Miliband in The State in Catitalist
 Society pointed to the crucial role of legitimating institutions (family,
 church, school, mass media) in maintaining and justifying the capitalist
 system of class inequality. More recently, Westergaard and Resler have
 argued that the ideology of private property, individualism and achieve-
 ment is closely connected with continued existence of social inequalities.
 The oddity of this reply to the end of ideology thesis is that it regards the
 supposed dominant ideology of early capitalism (such as laissez-faire
 liberalism) to be also the dominant ideology of late capitalism. This type
 of theoretical response consequently ignores major changes in the
 institutional forms of capitalism (such as changes in forms of ownership,
 control and possession) and changes in the nature of the capitalist class.
 In fact, the ideology of owners of small capitalist firms in the private
 sector is frequently in opposition to the beliefs and interests of large
 capitalist enterprises, multinational firms and the state industries.
 These conflicts between different sectors of capital find part of their
 ideological expression in Britain in policy struggles within the Con-
 servative Party between different groups ho represent conflicting
 interests within capital. Since early and late capitalism in Britain are
 still based on a form of socio-economic organization where profit is
 privately appropriated, it is to be expected that beliefs and institutions
 connected with the support of private property would continue to play
 an important part in the ideological system of capitalism, but it is
 difficult to claim that this feature of the ideology of capitalism is
 dominant.

 The end of ideology thesis focused on the issue of whether the
 subordinate classes svere no longer committed to radical alternative
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 politics. We would suggest a reinterpretation of this issue by looking at
 the commitment of the dominant class to various ideologies. It could be
 claimed that the dominant class was characterized by an end of ideology
 in the I950S and early I960S in Britain in the limited sense that the
 various components of the dominant class converged on a common
 political platform, namely the 'welfare consensus'.4l For example, in
 the post-war era there was at least minimal agreement over the mixed
 economy, industrial efficiency, the importance of welfare provision, the
 need for formal equality of opportunity in education and so on.
 Identification with this form of consensual politics represented a balance
 between the interests of various sections of society, although its net
 effect was to favour the interests of one particular fraction of capital.
 The so-called 'dominant ideology' of late capitalism is thus at
 best an uneven and uneasy amalgam of assumptions about private
 property and about the importance of state intervention in economic
 life.

 Our reinterpretation of the end of ideology thesis involves the claim
 that there is no decisive, clearly articulated and uniform set of beliefs
 which provides comprehensive coherence for the dominant class.
 Another manner of expressing this position would be to suggest that
 there has been a proliferation or pluralization of beliefs, world-views
 and ideologies, an argument very familiar to sociologists.42 We would
 argue that the proliferation of world-views, though confined mostly to
 the moral sphere, is significant. One index of the end of a central ideo-
 logy in the region of morality is the development of certain doctrines in
 moral philosophy where it is no longer possible to specify in any coherent,
 authoritative fashion what will count as 'duty' or 'responsibility'. The
 changes in moral philosophy from Moore to Ayer presents an ethical
 map of the transitions within the capitalist mode of production.43
 Of course, the fact that pluralism and secularization appear to attend
 the differentiation and specialization of social systems has been specifi-
 cally commented on by sociologists. For example, Berger and Luckmann
 claim that in a pluralistic society there exists

 a shared core universe taken for granted as such, and different partial
 universes coexisting in a state of mutual accommodation . . . outright
 conflict between ideologies has been replaced by varying degrees of
 tolerance or even cooperation.44

 AN ALTERNATIVE EXPLANATION ?

 In the earlier parts of this paper we have argued, as against the con-
 ventional 'ruling-ideas model', that ( I ) subordinate classes in general do
 not hold the dominant ideology (2) ruling classes generally do hold it (3)
 consideration of the apparatus of transmission of belief lends plausibility
 to (I) and (2), and (4) in modern capitalism there is not such a
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 well-defined dominant ideology. Completeness would require a well
 constructed alternative theory of the dominant ideology which would
 account for these phenomena. We do not attempt such a theory. Rather

 we offier some comments which might form its outline, an outline
 which is still consistent with Marx's other postulates.

 We suggest that the dominant ideology is best seen as securing the
 coherence of the dominant class. This is clearly not an argument about

 the requirements of a mode of production at a general, abstract level as
 is provided, for example, by Hindess and Hirst. 45 In fact we believe that
 it is impossible to produce a concept of ideology as a requirement at the
 level of mode of production, and that there are in any case important

 difficulties associated with the distinction between pure modes of
 production and concrete social formations. 46 It could be argued,
 therefore, that our discussion is pitched at an intermediate level in
 the sense that it makes claims about the necessary requirements of
 capitalism as that mode of production developed in a particular kind
 of society.

 In feudalism and early capitalism, the conservation of private
 property its inheritance, distribution, accumulation and investment-

 was of crucial significance for the continuity and reproduction of rela-
 tions of production. In concrete terms, secure channels for the conserva-

 tion and accumulation of property were necessary conditions of
 existence for the maintenance and expansion of the feudal manor and

 the family firm. Re-formulating Marx, we might express this significance
 by saying that, from this requirement of property, there arose a
 superstructure of political, legal and moral beliefs which grasped at the
 level of ideas, this functional requirement. Private property in land and
 capital required a relatively stable marriage system, clear laws of
 inheritance, principles of legitimacy, adoption and re-marriage.
 The dominant ideology provided this complex of legal, moral and
 religious values which have the function of conserving property. In
 addition, the dominant ideology provided a psychology of guilt which
 inhibited illicit sexuality, disregard of parents' wishes for suitable mates,

 respect for the (economic) needs of the family. In short, the dominant
 ideology was aimed at preventing 'marrying out' an act which
 threatens the continuity and concentration of family wealth. In
 feudalism, it was Catholicism, on the one hand, and the system of
 honour, on the other, which provided the ideological mechanisms for
 insuring the loyalty of sons and daughters to family property. The
 confessional system of family spiritual directors was ideally suited to
 achieving this aim since it provided constant supervision of orthodox
 (conformist) patterns of sexuality, duty and marriage. The dominant
 ideology was only in a very secondary fashion concerned with the

 sexual life of peasants and workers. The stability of peasant families was
 of little interest to landlords concerned with the selection of suitable
 mates and dowries for their sons, the constancy of their spouses and the
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 good behaviour and honour of daughters. One might say that feudal
 lords were as worried by romantic loure as they were by the prospect of

 peasant rebellions.
 The religious and moral core of the dominant ideology thus attempted

 to guarantee the family as a mechanism for the conservation of property;
 it functioned to provide a degree of normative coherence in the domi-
 nant class. Other aspects legal and political-were also significant in
 providing this coherence. The dominant ideology had to minimize the

 possibility of fractions within the dominant class which would challenge
 its coherence. The long struggle in medieval societies over the theocratic
 and feudal character of the king represented such an attempt to estab-
 lish a common basis between barons and the king. The dominant
 ideology was a cultural mechanism which had the role of protecting the

 dominant class from the threats of intra-and inter-class struggles. It
 effiectively unified the dominant class by imposing a code of morality
 upon it, by ensuring that members of the class more or less believed the
 same thing. These dominant moralities in feudalism and early capital-
 ism were also markedly inegalitarian, a feature whose effect was to

 separate the dominant class (in its own eyes) from other classes. In
 feudalism, honour was a personal status inherited by noble birth which
 eliminated tlle peasantry from the circle of cultural value. In early
 capitalism, the ethic of achievement served to define the wealthy as the
 religiously saved. While most commentaries by conventional Marxism
 on the dominant ideology of competitive capitalism have focused on
 political ideology (such as individual political rights), morality was
 probably more significant for the system.47 Furthermore, the accumula-
 tion of capital in early capitalism in Britain was heavily dependent on
 privately generated investment funds, an additional indication of the
 importance of the coherence of the property owning class.

 The existence of a dominant moral ideology does not, of course, imply

 that it will be uniformly imposed on the dominant class without
 opposition from certain strata or fractions within that dominant class.
 The tradition of Courtly Love, for example, was at one learel an obvious

 threat to the moral code of the noble family. However, the main themes
 of Courtly Love poetry (humility, courtesy, adultery and romantic
 sexuality), recognized that, since marriage was in fact a contract for the
 security of property, romantic love could only exist outside marriage.
 Courtly Love, while appearing to be a form of deviance within the

 dominant feudal class, in fact gave explicit recognition to the contrac-
 tual significance of marriage for property. This tradition of poetry also
 recognized that romantic love was necessarily ephemeral and insigni-

 ficant when contrasted with the sacred values for which the Church
 stood.48 Romantic poetry gave expression to a form of aristocratic
 truancy rather than open rebellion. Similarly, the existence of systematic
 prostitution in Victorian London gave tacit support to the idea that
 marriage was a contract rather than a romantic/sexual relationship.
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 Our argument is that 'Victorian morality' with its emphasis on sexual
 control, paternal authority and family loyalty was important for the
 control of family property. We are, of course, aware of contemporary
 reappraisals of the traditional view that all Victorians were sexually
 inhibited. It is in fact quite clear that there were many 'Other Victor-
 ians' with secret lives involving pornography, prostitution, homosexual-
 ity and perversion. Our argument for the economic role of Victorian
 moral beliefs does not require that there should be no deviance within
 the dominant classes or their middle class agents. The notion that
 marriage was a contract rather than a sexual union carried with it the
 implication that sexual entertainments had to be sought outside the
 home. Two comments on My Secret Life a boolc representative of
 Victorian pornography are important in this connection.49 Firstly,
 the existence of organized prostitution was very much an 'open secret'
 especially in London and the large sea-ports. Secondly, this sexual
 autobiography is in many respects an anthropological exploration of
 the sordid underworld associated with certain working class occupations.
 It serves to demonstrate the gulf which separated the working and
 upper classes in terms of moral expectations in Victorian England. The
 deviance of a number of eminent Victorians and the availability of
 organized prostitution and commercialized pornography thus provide
 paradoxical support for the view that there was widespread commitment
 in the dominant class for preserving marriage as a viable economic
 contract. On the basis of his comprehensive study of Victorian sexuality,
 Pearsall comes to the conclusion that the exotic pornographic interests
 of Victorians like Richard Burton, Frederick Hankey and Henry
 Ashbee were the product of a society which was based on a

 conspiracy to keep sex where it belonged in silence and between
 sheets.... There was hardly room at all for prosaic sex; where sex
 was mentioned it was in nutty, esoteric, exotic. . . ultra-romantic
 contexts.50

 The peculiarities of Victorian pornography and sexual deviance points,
 therefore, to the coherence of 'family morality' as the dominant moral
 code of the Victorian capitalist class.

 By contrast the coherence of the dominant class in late capitalism is
 relatively unimportant since the economic functioning of this form is not
 dependent on the existence of a dominant class which retains capital
 within the family structure. For example, monopoly firms (especially
 multinational corporations) are not family firms, they are not privately
 owned, and they do not generally depend on inherited or family capital
 for finance. Instead they have recourse to financial institutions (banks,
 the state, pension funds, stock market). This indicates the real signifi-
 cance of the divorce between ownership and control. It is not that the
 divorce weakens the concept of a dominant class; rather it is that this
 class no longer represents the private ownership and control of capital.
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 The implication of this argument is that, as compared with early
 capitalism, there is relatively less need for a dominant ideology in
 monopoly capitalism.

 Finally, we should add two points of clarification. Firstly, one
 should not exaggerate the difference between forms or stages of capital-
 ism. For example, we have distinguished between early and late
 capitalism. However these are still forms of capitalism and we suggest
 that associated with any form of capitalism there must be certain
 doctrines or beliefs, in particular those stressing the rights of private
 property. Thus in late capitalism there is still a residue of such beliefs
 though a dominant ideology greatly more extensive than this is not
 present. Secondly, we do not deny the existence of a propertied class in
 late capitalism. We suggest that this is rather an effect of the continued
 private appropriation of profit rather than one of its conditions of
 existence.

 J<icholas Abercrombie, B.A., M.SC.
 Lecturer in Sociology

 University of Lancaster

 Bryan S. Turner, B.A., PH.D.
 Senior Lecturer in Sociolog):

 Universfy of Aberdeen

 NOTES

 * This paper was first presented at a
 seminar in the Department of Sociology
 at the University of Lancaster. We are
 grateful to the participants of that
 seminar, especially John Urry, for their
 helpful comments.

 I. In this paper we wish to avoid
 confronting the specific theoretical diffi-
 culties which are associated with the
 technical distinction between 'com-
 petitive capitalism' and 'monopoly capi-
 talism'. For an account of the
 competitive/monopoly distinction, cf.
 Nicos Poulantzas, (Classes in Contemporary
 (Capitalism, London: NLB, I975, pp. I34
 Ef. The terms 'early' and 'late capitalism'
 are descriptive categories which refer to
 changes in the organization of capitalism
 in Great Britain such as the separation of
 ownership and control, the concentration
 of capitalist production and the crucial
 role of the state in economic organiza-
 tion. We also deliberately ignore the set
 of issues which are raised in Marx's
 treatment of ideology by the distinction
 between reality/appearance in the

 analysis of alienation. This issue is
 separate from the class analysis of
 ideology. For a discussion of the
 appearance/reality issue cf. Norman
 Geras 'Essence and Appearance: Aspects
 of Fetishism Marx's Capital' ;New Left
 Review, no. 65, January-February I 9 7 I,

 pp. 6945.
 2. K. Marx, The Eighteenth Brumaire of

 Louis Bonaparte, in Marx, K. and Engels,
 F., Selected Works, London, Lawrence and
 Wishart, I 968, pp. I I 7-I 8.

 3. K. Marx and F. Engels, The
 German Ideology, London, Lawrence and
 Wishart, I974, p. 64.

 4. F. Engels, 7Che Condition of the
 Working Class in England in s844, London,
 Allen and Unwin, I 968, p. I 24

 5. Ta]cott Parsons, The Social System,
 London, Routledge & Kegan Paul, I 95 I,

 pp. 95I ff.
 6. For example, K. T. Erikson, Way-

 ward Puritans, New York, Wiley, I966.
 7. For a recent analysis, cf. Jurgen

 Habermas, Legitimation Crisis, London,
 Heinemann, I976.
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 I 6. Gabriel Le Bras, 'Dechristian-
 isation: mot fa]lacieux', Social Compass,
 vol I 0, I 963, pp. 445-52 and quoted in
 Goodridge, op. cit., p. 385.

 I 7. Cf. Perry Anderson 'Origins of the
 present crisis', ;New Left Review, vo]. 93,

 January|February, I964, pp. 96-53.

 I8. Lucien Go]dmann, 7Che Philosophy
 of the Enlightenment, London, Routledge
 & Kegan Paul, I973, pp. I8 ff.

 I 9. M. D. Chenu, L'eveil de la conscience
 dans la civilisation me'dievale, Paris, I969.
 Further research into this area is
 presented in Thomas N. Tent]er, 'The
 Summa for confessors as an instrument
 of social control', in Charles Trinkaus
 and Heiko A. Oberman (eds), The
 Pursuit of Holiness in Late Medieval and
 Renaissance Religion, Leiden, E. J. Brill,
 I 974 and Barbara H. Rosenwein and
 Lester K. Little, 'Social Meaning in the
 Monastic and Mendicant Spiritualities',
 Past and Present, no. 63, May I 974,

 PP 4-32.
 20. Cf. Sheldon S. Wolin, Politics and

 Vision, London, George Allen and Unwin,
 I96I, ch. g; J. H. Burns, 'J. S. Mill and
 Democracy I 829-6 I ', Political Studies,
 5, I957, reprinted in J. B. Schneewind
 (ed.) Mill, London, Macmillan, I 969,
 pp. 280-328.

 oI. E. P. Thompson, The Making of
 the Englash Working Class, Harmonds-
 worth, Penguin, I 968, p. 39 I .

 22. For an overview of the Halevy
 thesis, cf. Michael Hill, A Sociology of
 Religion, London, Heinemann, I 973,
 ch. 9. The national statistics of Methodist
 development are examined in Robert
 Currie, Methodism Divided, London,
 Faber and Faber, I968, ch. 3.

 o3. On the political characteristics of
 Methodist chapels, cf. John Kent, The
 Age of Disunity, London, Epworth, I966.
 The classical rejection of the thesis that
 Methodism played a crucial role in
 protecting England from revolution is
 presented in E. J. Hobsbawm, 'Method-
 ism and the Threat of Revolution in
 Britain', in Labouring Men, London,
 Weidenfeld and Nicolson, I 972, ch. .

 24. H. Mann, Census of Great Britain
 I85I, Religious Worship in England and
 Wales, London, Routledge, I 854. The
 major documents on religion and the

 8. Peter L. Berger and Thomas
 Luckmann, 7Che Social Construction of
 Reality, London, Allen Lane, I967, pp.
 85 ff.

 9. K. Marx, Capital, London,
 Lawrence and Wishart, I 970, vol. i,

 pp. 854n.
 I 0. Louis Althusser and Etienne

 Ealibar, Reading Capital, London, NLB,
 I 970, pp. 2 I 6 ff. Nicos Poulantzas,
 Political Power and Social Classes, London,
 NLB and Sheed and Ward, I 973,

 pp I I-33.
 II. Friedrich Heer, The Medieval

 World, New York, Mentor, I963, p. I99.
 For further critical comment, cf. David
 Martin, The Religious and the Secular,
 London, Routledge & Kegan Paul,
 I969, ch. 2.

 I 2. Arthur O. Lovejoy, The Great Chain
 of Being, Cambridge, Mass., I 936.

 I 3. Martin Goodridge, 'The ages of
 faith: romance or reality?', The Socio-
 logical Review, vol. 23, I975, pp. 38IS6.

 I 4. C. Marcilhacy, Le diocese
 d'Orle'ans au milieu du XIXeme siecle, Paris,
 Sirey I964. For a general criticism of the
 myth of pre-industria] religiosity, cf.
 David Martin, The Religious and the
 Secular: studies in secularization, London,
 Routledge & Kegan Paul, I969.

 I5. On the enforcement of confession,
 cf. Bryan S. Turner, 'Confession and
 social structure', 7Che Annual Review of the
 Social Sciences of Religion, vol. I, I977,
 pp. 29-58. The low level of institutional
 comrnitment and participation in
 fifteenth-century Flanders is discussed
 in Jacques Toussaert, Le sentiment
 religieux en Flandre a la fin du Moyen-Age,
 Paris, I 963. In a later period, the general
 features of religious adherence in Britain
 are analysed by Keith Thomas, Religion
 and the Decline of Magic, London, I97I.
 The significance of the research of
 Toussaert and Thomas for the study of
 secularization is considered in David
 Martin, 'The secularization question',
 7Cheology, vol. 76, I973, pp. 8I-7. Further
 evidence on lay/clerical diXerences can
 be found in Rene Luneau, 'Monde rural
 et Christianisation: pretrex et paysans
 fransais du siecle dernier', Archives Sciences
 Sociales des Religions, vol. 43, I 977,

 pp. 39-52@
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 working class are edited in Edward Royle,
 Radical Politics I79>I900, 'Religion and

 Unbelief ', London, Longman, I 97 I .
 25. A. MacIntyre, Secularization and

 Moral Change, London, O.U.P., I 976.
 Ronald Pearsall, The Worm in the Bud,
 London, Weidenfeld and Nicolson, I969;
 Kellow Chesney, The Zictorian Under-

 world, London, Pelican, I972.
 26. Max Weber, Economy and Society,

 Totowa, Bedminster Press, I968, p.486.
 27. E. R. Wickham, Ch?lrch and

 People in an Industrial City, London,
 Lutterworth Press, I 957, p. I o6.

 28. R. Miliband, The State in Capitalist
 Society, London, Weidenfeld and
 Nicolson, I 969, p. I 82.

 29. Ibid.,p.I8I.

 30. Stephen Hill, The Dockers: Class
 and Tradition in London, London,
 Heinemann, I976. Further commentary
 on ideology and inconsistency is
 presented in Theo Nichols and Peter
 Armstrong, Workers Divided, London,
 Fontana, I976.

 3 I . Michael Mann, Consciousness and
 Action among the Western Working Class,
 London, MacmiHan, I973, p.68.

 32. Frank Parkin, Class Inequality and
 Political Order, London, Paladin, I 972,
 p.82.

 33. See, for example, R. Blackburn,
 'The Unequal Society', in R. Blackburn
 and A. Cockburn (eds), The Incom-
 patibles, Harmondsworth, Penguin Books,
 I967.

 34. This effect of the confessional was
 a major aspect of the conflict between
 Jesuits andJansenists. A detailed analysis
 is presented in Theodore Zeldin (ed.),
 Con0!icts in French S¢ciety, London, George
 AXen and Unwin, I 970, ch. I .

 35. For a brief discussion of the levels
 of literacy of various sectors of society in
 medieval Europe, cf. J. Curran, 'Mass
 Communication as a social force in
 history', being Unit 2 of The Open
 University 'Mass Communications and
 Society Course', Milton Keynes, The
 Open University Press, I977.

 36. John Wakeford, The Cloistered
 Elite, London, Macmillan, I 969. N.
 Abercrombie, et al., The University in the
 Urban Environment, London, Heinemann
 Educational Books, I974.

 37. Cf. Teodor Shanin, 'The

 peasantry as a political factor', Socio-
 logical Review, vol. I4, I966, pp. 5-27;
 on the conditions of peasant involvement
 in radical political protest, Eric Wolf,
 Peasant Wars of the Twentieth Century,
 London, Faber and Faber, I 97 I .

 38. E. J. Hobsbawm, Bandits,
 Harmondsworth, Pelican, Ig72.

 39. On the concept of 'life-world', cf.
 Alfred Schutz and Thomas Luckmann,
 The Structures of the Life-World, London,
 Heinemann, I974.

 40. For a discussion of the end of
 ideology thesis in the works of Edward
 Shils, Seymour Martin Lipset and Daniel
 Bell, cf. Alasdair MacIntrye, Against
 the Self-Images of the Age, London,
 Duckworth, I 97 I, ch. I .

 4I. Andrevv Gamble, The Conservative
 JAation, London, Routledge & Kegan
 Paul, I974

 42. On the general issue of pluralism
 and plausibility of beliefs, cf. Berger and
 Luckmann, op. cit. The proliferation of
 religious views is discussed in Bryan
 Wilson, Contemporary Transformations of
 Religion, London, OUP, I 976. Further
 consideration of the notion of 'pluralism'
 is to be found in M. Haug, 'Social and

 Cultural pluralism as a concept in social
 system analysis', American Sournal of
 Sociology, vol. 73, I 967, pp. 294-304.

 43. These fundamental transitions in
 moral philosophy are discussed within
 a sociological framework by Alisdair
 MacIntyre, A Short History of Ethics,
 London, Routledge & Kegan Paul, I967,
 ch. I8 and in Ernest Gellner Words and
 Things, Harmondsworth, Penguin, I968.

 44. Berger and Luckmann, op. cit.,

 p. I42.

 45. Barry Hindess and Paul Q. Hirst,
 Pre-Capitalist Modes of Production, London,
 Routledge & Kegan Paul, I 975,
 pp . I-9 O .

 46. Some features of the epistemo-
 logical problems relating to the notion of
 concrete social formations and theory in
 sociology and Marxism are discussed in
 Bryan S. Turner, 'The structuralist
 critique of Weber's sociology', British
 Journal of Sociology, vol. 28, I 977, pp.
 I-I5.

 47. For a recent discussion of the
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 relationship between the family and
 capitalist relations of production, cf.
 E. Zaretsky, Capitalism, The Family, and
 Personal Life, London, Pluto Press, I976.

 48. The complex secular and religious
 dimensions of Courtly Love poetry are
 discussed in C. S. Lewis, The Allegory of
 Love, London, OUP, I938, ch. I Further
 commentaries on this problem are

 presented in Edward Wagenknect (ed.),
 Chaucer: Modern Essays in Criticism, New
 York, Galaxy Books, I959.

 49. For a discussion of My Secret Life
 and other aspects of Victorian porno-
 graphy, cf. Steven Marcus, The Other
 Victorians, London, Weidenfeld and
 Nicolson, I966.

 50. Pearsall, op. cit., p. 507.
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